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The observation that high speed solar wind streams are correlated with outer ra-
diation belt electrons requires a transducer to convert this mechanical energy to
hot electrons. We hypothesize that the high latitude cusp is the ideal location for
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accurate MeV electron predictors, which we demonstrate by connecting physical
explanations to several empirical predictors recently published.
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1 Introduction1

In earlier papers, Sheldon et al. (2005, 2006) (SCF1,SCF2), we argued that a2

quadrupole trap could function as an accelerator, a cross between a dipole- and3

Fermi-accelerator, possessing the best features of both. In SCF2 we presented4

in more detail the way this physical mechanism may explain the somewhat5

mysterious origin of outer radiation belt MeV electron (ORBE) injections6

(McIlwain, 1996), and physically link them to solar wind conditions that im-7

pact the quadrupole cusp. This placement of source of ORBE outside the8

dipole but inside the magnetosphere may account for the relatively recent9

POLAR (Sheldon et al., 1998; Chen et al., 1997, 1998) discovery despite a 40-10

year search (McIlwain, 1996). Likewise, the physical mechanism we propose11

may also explain some of the peculiar correlations and non-linear relations12

observed between ORBE injections and solar wind/magnetospheric activity13

(Paulikas and Blake, 1979; Baker et al., 1986; Koons and Gorney, 1991; Li14

et al., 2001b).15

Since electrons are ubiquitous, determining whether cusp electrons are locally16

accelerated or merely transported to the cusp is problematic. We argue for17

local acceleration two ways: the ions are locally accelerated; and, the electron18

gradients support transport out of, not into the cusp. In response to those who19

insist that the trapped energetic ions in the cusp are transported (Chang, 1998;20

Chang et al., 2001), we argue for a local acceleration (Chen and Fritz, 1998,21

2000, 2001a,b; Chen et al., 2001; Chen and Fritz, 2002; Chen et al., 2005a),22

which suggests that electrons would also be locally accelerated. For those who23

think the cusp is filled from the ORBE, we demonstrate (Sheldon et al., 1998)24

that the electron phase space density in the cusp exceeds that of regions on25

both sides indicating no ready access by transport. But should electrons be26

transported adiabatically to the ORBE (described below) they exceed the27

ORBE phase space density, indicating that adiabatic or diffusive transport28

from the ORBE cannot account for this cusp population, though the converse29

may still be true. Of course, electrons could conceivably be transported non-30

adiabatically, but since that would invoke processes indistinguishable from31

local acceleration, we lump them together.32

We also give theoretical support for local acceleration in SCF1, since a trap33

is thermodynamically preferred for acceleration both because the efficiency of34

energy conversion is higher for a multi-step, stochastic process, and because35

the total energy required for particle acceleration is minimized. In table 4 rows36

1-9 are explained in detail in SCF1, and we use order-of-magnitude calculations37

to make two more estimates of the probability of filling the ORBE trap in 238

days with each mechanism: (10) a simple ratio of injection time needed (2 days)39

divided by the acceleration time (9c); and, (11) the product of (10) times (9d)40

the ratio of power needed to power available, where power needed is the total41
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ORBE energy divided by 2 days. Calculation (10) suggests that bowshock42

Fermi is slightly more likely to inject because the rapidity of acceleration, but43

the available power is relatively low compared to the cusp, so that factoring44

in the power requirement, (11), favors the cusp as well as demonstrating that45

the cusp has sufficient power to fill the ORBE on the timescales of interest.46

Since a multistep process is only as likely as its lowest probability step, table47

4 also demonstrates that the cusp accelerator has the fewest weak links.48

Now of course, a quiescent static trap does not accelerate, but in order to un-49

derstood the dynamics of acceleration, the ground state of the empty, static50

trap must be understood first. That was the subject of the numerical sim-51

ulations of SCF2, which showed the trapping limits of the empty (without52

diamagnetic cavities) equinoctal cusp was rigidity dependent, and matched53

the energy ranges of both the ring current ions (H+ <200 eV/nT) as well as54

the ORBE (e− <100 keV/nT). Should the cusp be the source of radiation belt55

electrons and ring current ions, its species dependent energy limits match the56

observed cutoffs.57

In this paper, we show how solar wind transients perturb the static Hamil-58

tonian around an assumed equilibrium (empty cusp) solution, and can pro-59

vide the changing conditions favorable for acceleration. Accordingly in the60

“forward-modelling” of section 2, we discuss the quasi-static equilibria of the61

outer cusp, and the conditions required for stable trapping during a transient.62

We also discuss the requirements for stochastic acceleration in the cusp, bas-63

ing it on the more well-understood Fermi-I,II mechanism, and compare this64

to several interplanetary disturbances. In the “inverse modelling” of section 3,65

we show how the high-latitude source is consistent with observations of MeV66

electron injections, and provides a framework for interpreting the statistical67

correlations.68

2 Forward Modelling: The Quasi-Static Cusp69

2.1 The Equinoctal Cusp70

We traced electrons through a quadrupolar cusp region of a T96 (Tsyganenko71

and Stern, 1996) magnetosphere for 093 Julian date in IGRF epoch year 200072

at 0000 UT, using a solar wind of 3/cc at 400 km/s and +10nT Bz north73

(≡ Bn). These conditions are known to be favorable for cusp trapping as74

we show later. Dst is a nominal +10 nT characteristic of an extended quiet75

period with little or no ring current, but as we demonstrate later, has little76

effect on the cusp. We calculated the center of the cusp, q, where the field77

strength vanishes to be at GSE coordinates (x=6.88, y=-0.04, z=10.1) at a78
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radius r=12.23 Re from the Earth.79

Electrons were given initial conditions at various perpendicular radii (0-6 Re),80

and at various parallel distances (-3 to 1 Re) from this central point at two81

different MLT “sides” of the cusp, 0000 and 1200 MLT. The particle injec-82

tion algorithm looped through a range of energies (200-6000 keV) and local83

pitchangles (70◦, 80◦, and 90◦), or five nested loops altogether. For each start-84

ing location, we calculated provisional cusp invariants as follows.85

The magnetic moment, µ = 1/2mv2
⊥/|B|, is the energy in the motion per-86

pendicular to the B-field divided by magnetic field strength. The gyrophase87

with respect to the B-field was started at 0 for all electrons. The cusp second88

invariant should be calculated by integrating the parallel velocity along the89

high-latitude bounce, but instead we used the proxy of the cusp equatorial90

pitch angle (CEqPA= tan−1(v⊥/v||)) of the particle when it arrives at the91

high latitude minima on the gyrocenter field line. The bounce phase, s, was92

taken to be the distance from the cusp equator (field minima = s0) along93

the fieldline, and was started from -3 Re to +1 Re. Finally, the cusp third94

invariant should be proportional to the flux enclosed by a drift orbit around95

the cusp, but without knowing beforehand whether the drift trajectory was96

closed, we used as a proxy the Euclidean distance from the fieldline minima97

to the quadrupole center (C-shell=||s0 − q||). The drift phase was the clock98

angle around the cusp (CLT) relative to the quadrupole null rather than the99

Earth’s surface field, with 1200 CLT being in the plane that included the sun100

and the B-field vector at the quadrupole null.101

In terms of these provisional invariants, the calculated trajectories (details in102

SCF2 (Glasel et al., 1999; Press et al., 1986)) are classified as “trapped” or103

“chaotic” based on their ability to drift completely around the cusp following104

lily-shaped orbits (Sheldon et al., 1998) where we used the approximation105

that τ > 33 minutes (about two drift orbits) inside a GSE box ((0,20),(-106

12,12),(-1,20)) is “trapped”, whereas 3 < τ < 33 minutes are “quasi-trapped”.107

(The approximation is only problematical for low energy electrons, because108

the T96 B-field is a sum of many current systems, all adding to zero at the109

quadrupole minima, which leads to large truncation errors near the null point,110

or a low-resolution discretized B-field whose numerically evaluated gradient111

can spuriously vanish, as discussed in SCF2.)112

In Figure 1 we plot the thousands of electrons traced through the cusp as113

trapped (blue), quasi-trapped (red), or chaotic (green) in a four panel projec-114

tion of the 3-D phase space. In the lower left is a 3-axis projection, whereas115

the remaining panels show projections into two dimensions only. Note that the116

axes are arranged so that the three 2-D panels can be folded into the sides of117

a box. From the upper left panel we see that the maximum magnetic moment118

cutoff for trapping is ∼50 keV/nT, with a cusp equatorial pitchangle (CEqPA)119
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ranging from 45◦-90◦. The minimum magnetic moment cutoff at 3 keV/nT is120

an artifact of stalling mentioned above, which would vanish (permitting all121

lower magnetic moments to be trapped) if a better numerical B-field model122

were used.123

The upper right panel shows that the C-shell varies from 1-5 Re, with a high124

threshold that depends on CEqPA, larger for 90◦. The absence of trapping125

below C-shell∼1 we attribute to the very small |B| near the quadrupole center126

which destroys the invariants. Note the number of quasi-trapped orbits at large127

C-shell, which we attribute to the CLT asymmetry of the quadrupole cusp,128

which is especially shallow at dawn and dusk (Zhou et al., 2006), so that129

electrons are trapped for less than a full drift orbit.130

Finally, the bottom right panel shows a similar quasi-linear dependence of the131

high C-shell with magnetic moment, larger for smaller magnetic moment. We132

recognize the same 3 keV/nT numerical limit seen in the left panel. Reference133

to the lower left panel, shows that the trapped (blue) points form a compact134

cloud surrounded by untrapped or quasi-trapped orbits, demonstrating that135

phase space is well-ordered and analytic, that trapping is truly occurring.136

Now if these trapped particles pitchangle scatter, they will not change their137

total energy, but they will change their magnetic moment and simultaneously138

their 2nd cusp invariant. That is, they will escape the high-latitude minima139

and travel along the magnetic field line toward the dipole equator. Depending140

on their CLT, this field line could be on the dayside, around the flanks or down141

the tail. Alternatively, the cusp could dynamically change its topology due142

to a solar wind transient, and the high-latitude 2nd invariant could vanish,143

leading to the same effect as particle pitchangle scattering. Finally, a solar144

wind transient could betatron energize the particle due to a cusp compression,145

which may exceed the rigidity-dependent trapping limit in magnetic moment146

or Cshell. So the instantaneous CLT of the detrapped electron determines147

whether it ends up in the dipole trap or escaping downtail, while the C-shell148

determines the final L-shell of the dipole-trapped electrons.149

Since the observations of ORBE injections in section 3 are made in the dipole,150

we need to refine our understanding of the cusp detrapping location. Accord-151

ingly, in the next section we examine the dynamics of the cusp trap topology,152

which control this detrapping point.153

2.2 Solar Wind control of Cusp Topology154

The MeV electron particle tracing in the equinoctal cusp plot above required155

thirteen months of CPU time on a 1.8 GHz dual-CPU AMD PC. Therefore156

computational resources limit the number of cases we can run in order to map157
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out the trapping limits under varied solar wind conditions. It is computation-158

ally easy, however, to examine the stable cusp trapping volume to show that159

the most fragile invariant is often the 2nd (Zhou et al., 2006). That is, the160

high latitude magnetic minima are often very shallow and strongly dependent161

on topology. Accordingly we measure the depth of this minima using a T96162

magnetic model on a high latitude fieldlines for several solar wind conditions,163

showing the depth of the minima, ∆BHI−LAT = BMAX −BMIN . This value is164

then assigned to the footpoint, mapping it to its ionospheric location. Figure165

2 shows these high latitude depth mappings for three variables: solar wind166

pressure, dipole tilt, and Dst, while holding Bn constant, with contours of ∆B167

at 1, 3, and 10 nT.168

Note that there are two pieces of the high latitude minima, the lower lat-169

itude “sausage”, and the higher latitude “halo”. At the midpoint between170

them lies the quadrupole null where fieldline tracing becomes numerically171

noisy. The lower latitude minima result from solar wind compression of the172

subsolar point, whereas the higher latitude minima result from compression173

on the poleward side of the cusp. These compressions must be mediated by174

currents, as illustrated by a popular magnetosphere current diagram (Kivel-175

son and Russell, 1995), which shows that the subsolar magnetopause current176

is dawn-dusk, whereas the poleward cusp current is dusk-dawn, and can be177

imagined as a Chapman-Ferraro (CF) current “vortex” encircling the cusp in178

the direction that enhances the subsolar current. This CF vortex current sys-179

tem has the same diamagnetic properties as the ring current, but circulating180

in the opposite direction from the dipole trapped current. This produces a181

natural quadrupole with a null magnetic field between the two. It also means182

that the CF fields are repelled by the ring current, so that increases in dipole183

|Dst| generate a repulsive force on the cusp, and an expansion of the volume184

of magnetosphere.185

However, the CF vortex and the subsolar current are not a closed system, but186

parts of a distributed current that can return through the tail or neutral sheet187

and bypass the cusps altogether. Therefore while coupled, they can change188

independently. For example, reconnection changes this current system, with189

Bz southward (≡ Bs) “shorting out” the subsolar current, and Bn affecting190

the poleward current. Likewise, a tilt of the dipole toward the sun reduces191

the subsolar current while simultaneously increasing the poleward current.192

All these changes affect the ability of the cusp to trap particles.193

Figure 2 shows that the poleward minima is much more transient than the sub-194

solar minima, and that for negative dipole tilt away from the sun, the “halo”195

can even completely vanish. This is very significant, because both minima196

must be present if the trapped particles traced above are to drift completely197

around the cusp and possess a cusp 3rd invariant. Thus, for some topological198

configurations of the T96 cusp, there are no cusp trapped particles, and the199
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location where the 2nd invariant is most likely to fail are in the two dawn or200

dusk boundary regions between the poleward minima and subsolar minima201

(Zhou et al., 2006).202

Figures 3 and 4 show that large |Dst| magnifies the ionospheric footpoint203

without changing its overall shape. If a halo exists, and a cusp 3rd invariant204

is still possible, then |Dst| merely enhances the effect without changing the205

topology. This might be understood by the diamagnetic effect of the CF vortex,206

causing the CF currents to scale proportional to the ring current, but without207

changing the topology.208

We also note the significant change caused by solar wind pressure. Higher209

pressure naturally enhances the subsolar current, but under certain condi-210

tions also causes the magnetosphere to “flare”. That is, Roelof and Sibeck211

(1993) show that a combination of either Bs and low pressure, or Bn and212

high pressure cause the sides of magnetosphere to move outward. Since a213

flared magnetopause tilts the cusp sunward, forcing the poleward currents to214

enhance, both conditions deepen the poleward minima halo, and enhance the215

cusp trap. Conversely, Bs weakens the trap, as does low pressure solar wind,216

whereas Dst has no dynamical effect on the cusp trapping topology, though217

it may enhance a pre-existing effect.218

Therefore, the most likely place for electrons to detrap from a stable configu-219

ration when the Bz turns south, or the Earth’s tilted dipole rotates away from220

the Sun, is at the minima observed in Figure 2 on the dawnside at geomagnetic221

latitude 65◦ (L=5.6), or on the duskside at geomagnetic latitude 74◦ (L=13).222

That is, because the dipole drift of ORBE is clockwise in MLT, the dawnside223

detrapping electrons will immediately move toward MLT noon, whereas the224

duskside will move down tail, making the dawnside detrapping spot the most225

important location for ORBE injections.226

2.3 Dipole Appearance of the Injection227

Neither the total energy nor the magnetic moment changes as the detrapped228

electron moves from the cusp to the dipole, which means that the 2nd invariant229

(parallel energy = total energy - perpendicular) also doesn’t change, (Northrop230

and Teller, 1960). In the cusp trap, the value of the field-invariant, K =231

J/
√

2µ, is multivalued, depending on whether one integrates over the dipole232

equator or just the high latitude minima, we solve by adding all solutions as233

in Northrop and Teller (1960); Sheldon and Gaffey (1993).234

The limited range of K values in the cusp, KMIN < K < KMAX , means that235

the escaping population will have a peculiar pitchangle distribution (PAD)236

when observed in the dipole trap, appearing as a “butterfly” PAD with a237
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maximum phase space density between 0◦ and 90◦. Since electron detrapping238

is likely to occur at L=5.5 on the dawnside, we calculate the maximum K239

(Sheldon and Gaffey, 1993) for cusp-trapped particles at an L=5.5 in a T96240

magnetosphere to be 10-15
√

nT -Re, where K(s)MAX is located at s where241

K(s) is identical for cusp- and dipole-trapped electrons. This unbiased pre-242

diction matches in L-shell and PAD to what is inferred about a non-zero K243

maximum on CRRES, LANL GEO, and multisatellite studies (Chen et al.,244

2007a,b; Shprits et al., 2007).245

Subsequent radial diffusion into the inner dipole magnetosphere would tend246

to drive these butterfly PADs toward a 90◦ peaked or “pancake” PAD, but247

residues of the butterfly PAD may still be discernible as a dip at 90◦ (Horne248

et al., 2003), which is inconsistent with the “flat-topped” distribution expected249

for 2nd-invariant destroying wave acceleration. Conversely, outward radial dif-250

fusion drives these butterfly PADs toward the loss cone, with concommitant251

precipitation in the atmosphere, so that a low-altitude satellite such as SAM-252

PEX will observe injections as a near-simultaneous injection over L-shells from253

3 to 6+ (Baker et al., 1994; Baker et al., 1997; Kanekal et al., 2005).254

2.4 Fluctuation Power255

Once the cusp possesses a sufficiently deep poleward minima, and a 3rd invari-256

ant is possible, then the trap begins to fill and power can injected or extracted257

from the trap. As discussed in both (Sheldon et al., 1998, 2005), and illus-258

trated by Tables 2 and 3, the three resonant frequencies for MeV electrons in259

the cusp are approximately 0.1s gyration, 0.5s bounce and 20-200s drift.260

Whether due to inaccuracies in particle tracing, magnetic field roundoff errors,261

or actual chaotic behavior of the particles, the particle tracing gave a range of262

values for the invariants, to which we have assumed a gaussian spread, (rarely263

the case), and fit a sigma using the steep side of a skewed distribution, which264

we also tabulate. When a distribution is double valued, we have used the peak265

with greater number of events. In all cases, sigma is a minimum estimate, with266

true distributions having much larger spreads. When no sigma is given, the267

statistical approach failed, and we estimated the value by another method.268

When the bounce period is less than 4 times the gyration period, it becomes269

difficult to separate them, with the most common error being the misidentifi-270

cation of a half-bounce period as a full bounce, though other “half-harmonics”271

are also possible. The CEqPA was estimated two ways: the initial pitchangle272

and local B-field were used with the minimum B-field discovered by tracing the273

field-line to estimate an initial CEqPA, alternatively, the maximum and min-274

imum B-field encountered in the first 65485 timesteps were used to estimate275
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a “global” minimum CEqPA. While the global value might easily be lower,276

an underestimate of the initial CEqPA might be attributed to uncertainty in277

tracing the appropriate B-fieldline in the presence of strong gradients.278

Therefore fluctuations in cusp topology or magnetic field in the frequency band279

between 6mHz-20Hz can couple power to these electrons. In SCF1 we discuss280

synchronous or resonant fluctuations, in which the disturbance is always going281

the same direction each time the particle returns to its approximately initial282

condition. For example, if the cusp were always shrinking, say, by a continually283

increasing solar wind pressure, then betatron acceleration would energize the284

particles in the same direction. This has been modeled by (Delcourt et al.,285

2005) showing significant acceleration. Or if the cusp were always shrinking286

whenever the particles were at local noon, but expanding at local midnight,287

then the third drift invariant would be resonant with the cusp disturbance.288

The other kind of acceleration discussed in SCF1 is stochastic or non-resonant.289

In this type of acceleration the cusp compression can occur at all phases and290

times, so that the population of trapped particles has an equal likelihood291

of gaining energy as losing. This type of acceleration is diffusive in energy-292

space, and other things being equal, is less efficient than resonant acceleration.293

However, it is also more probable, so that the net power can far exceed a294

resonant mechanism. In terms of the one-dimensional compressive trap found295

at the bowshock, which accelerates in the E|| direction, these two mechanisms296

are called Fermi-I and Fermi-II (Fermi, 1949; Ellison, 1982; et al., 1990). In297

our application to the quadrupole trap, the compression is two-dimensional,298

accelerating in the E⊥ direction, and following SCF1 we call it Alfvén-I and299

Alfvén-II acceleration.300

Now the cusp topology responds to both internal and external transients,301

so that, for example, substorm tail stretching also flares the magnetopause302

enhancing cusp trapping, whereas substorm dipolarizations detrap so that the303

20 minute substorm timescale may couple to the cusp drift resonance through304

small changes in B. The waves generated by substorms, however, are likely to305

tranmit more power than these low frequency topology changes, since higher306

frequency Alfvénic fluctuations should have more Poynting flux, as (Hassam,307

1995) has argued, since the cusp is a low-Q absorber for Alfvén waves.308

But in terms of sheer power, the internal sources pale in comparison to the309

solar wind driver. Operating over an area of several square Re on the dayside310

magnetopause, a sudden fluctuation in solar wind pressure or density changes311

the CF currents as it pushes the magnetopause in or out. When we consider312

that the CF currents are immediately adjacent to the cusp and encircle it,313

then increases in the CF vortex which respond to a 10% increase in solar wind314

pressure, can cause far more than a 10% energy increase in the cusp trap.315

Because the magnetopause shrinks in a self-scaling way for certain pressure316
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and Bn regimes (Roelof and Sibeck, 1993), a 10% (∼1 Re) reduction in the317

subsolar distance would result in a 27% reduction in volume of the cusp trap,318

magnifying the solar wind fluctuation. Accordingly the cusp trap is an espe-319

cially sensitive transducer for converting solar wind mechanical energy into320

fluctuation power for accelerating particles.321

Of course, solar wind fluctuation power of the correct resonant frequency will322

also rapidly accelerate the trapped population. But such peaks in the solar323

wind fluctuation spectral density are not observed, instead a broad maximum324

centered near 2mHz indicates that solar wind is structured on a roughly 30 Re325

spatial scale. Therefore non-resonant processes are more likely to accelerate the326

trapped particles. In addition, the fluctuations within cusp diamagnetic cavi-327

ties approach ∆B/B ∼ 1, (Chen and Fritz, 1998), while the relative proximity328

(0.1s/0.5s/100s) of the adiabatic resonances permit diffusion of the invariants,329

both necessary ingredients for stochastic acceleration.330

Note that this transducer is insensitive to solar wind electrical power. That331

is, the rectified solar wind electric field, Ey=Vx·Bs, causes the magnetopause332

to trim (not flare), which detraps the cusps. This effectively distinguishes the333

cusp transducer from the tail transducer, or the mechanical from the electrical334

response of the magnetosphere. Note also that it is energetic electrons that335

are trapped in the cusp, not cold electrons, because the existence of the third336

invariant, like the ring current ions, depends on energetic, ∇B-drift overcom-337

ing the E × B-detrapping. Accordingly, this transducer cannot be modelled338

by MHD, and does not correspond to either Poynting flux or Joule heating.339

Finally note that our discussion of trapped flux, both in SCF1 and SCF2340

has used the statistically generated T96 or T01 models of the magnetospheric341

cusp, and has not taken into account the observed diamagnetic cavities from342

POLAR (Chen and Fritz, 2001a; Chen et al., 2001; Chen and Fritz, 2002),343

which provide feedback from particles trapped in the cusp and change the344

trap topology.345

2.5 Forward Modelling Summary346

In summary, the forward modelling of the cusp-trapped electrons shows that347

they can be trapped for a long enough time for stochastic compressions to348

accelerate them; that the trapping is sensitive to topology and solar wind con-349

ditions; that the detrapping occurs easily with changes in topology at distinct350

locations, which correspond in L-shell, energy and PADs to observed radiation351

belt injections; and that there is sufficient power at the broad resonances of352

the cusp for Arnol’d diffusion to power the process. Many express doubt that353

such a fragile trap could survive the fluctuations needed to energize particles,354

but this ignores the positive feedback between the particles in the trap and355
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the trapping magnetic field, which is the topic of a future paper.356

3 Inverse Modelling: ORBE from MeV Electron Injections357

Having developed a forward modelling of the dynamic behavior of trapped358

electrons in the cusp and shown that it can explain many of the characteristics359

of individual radiation belt injections, we now use inverse modelling to infer360

from the ORBE properties what is the dominant source of radiation belt361

electrons.362

3.1 Prototypical Injection Profile363

While this paper was in review, Chen et al. (Chen et al., 2007a,b) and Shprits364

et al. (Shprits et al., 2007), have argued that their data pinpoint the source365

region of energetic electrons. More precisely, they have found discrete events366

that they claim invalidates one leading explanation: the external source. To367

put their results in context, and to explain its more limited conclusions, we368

outline the forty year history of radiation belt data.369

Recent review papers (Friedel et al., 2002; Dmitriev and Chao, 2003; Vassil-370

iadis et al., 2005) trace the history of the ORBE problem (McIlwain, 1996)371

that has been recognized since the 1960’s. ORBE peak in flux intensity around372

L∼4, with fluxes rising rapidly over a time span of about 2–3 days, and over an373

Lshell range 3 < L < 8. The outer range is approximate, because there is no374

dipole 3rd invariant at large distances (Roederer, 1970), and because dynamic375

effects such as magnetopause motion can remove these particles. Later studies376

(Selesnick and Blake, 1997; Onsager et al., 2004) show that when expressed as377

phase space density (PSD), the ORBE quiet-time profiles usually show a con-378

stant or radially increasing PSD from geosynchronous outward, suggesting an379

outer boundary source transported rapidly inward. This is consistent with an380

(externally driven) diffusion rate that varies as DLL ∝ L6+. Active times are381

more ambiguous, however, with Hilmer et al. (2000) arguing for an external382

source beyond L>6.6, while others (Green and Kivelson, 2004; Selesnick and383

Blake, 2000) arguing for a transient inner (4<L<6) source.384

But the origin of the quiet-time or (debated) active-time external source of385

these MeV electrons was found neither in the solar wind, in the tail, in the386

magnetosheath, nor on flux tubes connected to Jupiter’s MeV electron pop-387

ulation. Although isolated events, such as the March 1991 solar wind shock388

are effective at locally accelerating MeV electrons, the typical MeV event is389

uncorrelated with shocks, flares, or coronal mass ejections (CME). Conversely,390
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statistical correlations of ORBE injections were found to be poorly correlated391

(R < 0.6) with internal magnetospheric indices: Dst, AE, Kp; as well as392

poorly correlated with solar wind parameters: Ey, Akasofu’s ε, BZ , ρ, ρV 2.393

The best (simple) correlation to date was found to be VSW , (Paulikas and394

Blake, 1979), which could produce a linear regression coefficient R ∼0.8, but395

only in a one to two year time span on the declining phase of the solar cycle.396

(Li et al., 2001b) have pursued these statistics, and with an empirical diffu-397

sion model, have managed to achieve R ∼0.9 linear correlation coefficients for398

a one-year span around 1996. (Recent empirical work by Lyatsky (Lyatsky399

et al., 2007; Lyatsky and Khazanov, 2008) has achieved better correlation400

coefficients and for longer periods.)401

Because the linear correlations have proved so difficult, several non-linear cor-402

relations have been examined. Ballatore (2002) using advanced statistical tech-403

niques found a solar wind speed threshold of 550 km/s necessary for ORBE404

effects. (O’Brien et al., 2001) used superposed epoch analysis of Dst minimum,405

which reached the same conclusions: high speed wind is the most important406

variable. They argue, however, for an internal source of energy in Pc5 ULF as407

a secondary correlator. (Vassiliadis et al., 2005) refines this approach, using408

finite impulse response (FIR) filters keyed to the solar wind velocity to carry409

out a more extensive search for correlations, which when binned by L-shell,410

show that the greatest correlator depends on L-shell.411

All these statistical studies pointed to an external correlation, and even a typi-412

cal radial gradient implying an external, but so far, unidentified source. In con-413

trast, theorists have long sought internal sources (Summers and Omura, 2007;414

Summers et al., 2007b,a), and many experimentalists have pored over satellite415

data, but the time-space ambiguity of single spacecraft data has heretofore416

prevented a resolution of temporal versus spatial gradients. This motivated417

Chen et al. (2007a,b) to study data from multiple spacecraft to make an argu-418

ment for a spatially resolved peak in the phase space density at L 5, (though419

without pitchange resolution).420

To resolve the pitchangles, they also reanalyzed CRRES data (Shprits et al.,421

2007) with a Kalman filter to demonstrate that the L=5.5 peak had a df/dK >422

0 distribution (consistent with butterfly PAD observed by Horne et al. (2003)).423

Shprits argues that internal sources can be explained by unspecified wave424

acceleration, but if located in the vicinity of the equator such theories predict a425

flat-topped rather than butterfly PAD as a consequence of pitchangle diffusion426

by the same waves (df/dK ∼ 0 Horne et al. (2003)), not the positive K-427

gradient Shprits finds. Nor does the theory predict that wave activity should428

peak outside the plasmapause at L=5.5, nor at high latitude on the field line.429

So while this discovery may invalidate an exclusive “external source + radial430

diffusion” explanation, it is weak support for an internal wave acceleration431

model, and lacks an explanation for the statistical correlations with solar wind432
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that supported the external model.433

In contrast, we formulate a causal relationship between the external drivers434

of “recurrent magnetic storms” due to high speed solar wind and ORBE in-435

jections, with a requirement for the peculiar butterfly PADS observed, all436

through a cusp acceleration mechanism.437

3.2 Cusp Trapping438

3.3 High Speed Solar Wind Triple Play439

As we have established in section 2, the high latitude cusp trap responds very440

differently to solar wind pressure transients depending on the direction of BZ ,441

with low-pressure Bs slightly enhancing the trap, but high pressure Bn being442

the clear winner. Therefore the ICME solar wind transients that cause the443

largest geoeffective, Dst magnetospheric response, those that have Ey, are444

often the ones with the weakest MeV production and vice versa (Ballatore,445

2002, 2003). With sufficiently large driving, whether Ey or pressure, this clear446

separation breaks down and many other acceleration pathways are energet-447

ically allowed, so that superstorms generate plenty of everything. Therefore448

this anti-correlation between Dst storms and ORBE injections is most notice-449

able for weak and moderate storms, as we have suggested before (Sheldon and450

Spence, 1998), but now we present a model to explain the correlation.451

There are more characteristics of high speed solar wind, however, that am-452

plify the ORBE effectiveness of these transients. As the Ulysses mission ably453

demonstrated, high speed solar wind comes from the solar polar corona, and454

it is also thought that reconnection in this region generate magnetic fieldline455

“kinks” that produce the high Alfvénic turbulence of this type solar wind.456

The combination of high speed, high pressure, and high turbulence is a triple457

play for the cusp dynamics.458

3.3.1 High Pressure459

First, the high pressure with Bn give us the flared magnetopause and the460

enhanced poleward B-field minima. This creates the preconditions of a cusp461

3rd invariant necessary for a cusp trap to form, as we discussed earlier. But462

in addition, Bn also enhances the stability of a cusp 3rd invariant. Since the463

cusp trap only functions for energetic particles that can ∇B-drift around the464

quadrupole minima, the presence of an electric potential across the cusp will465

prevent cold plasma from completing a drift orbit. So a 5 kV change across466

the cusp becomes a ∼5 keV energy threshold for trapping, depending on the467
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topology. Since this is above the 0.1 keV peak in the solar wind electron468

distribution, not many magnetosheath electrons are trapped (as calculated469

below).470

But increasing solar wind Ey, (or Bs), also increases the electric field across471

the cusp, which raises the energy threshold, making geoeffective ICME’s with472

strong Ey less likely to cause trapping in the cusp. Conversely, it is possible473

for Bn to reconnect above the cusp, creating counter-potentials that lower474

the energy threshold, making Bn more ORBE-effective. Finally, we note that475

electrons are ubiquitous, and even if solar wind electrons are too cold to be476

trapped, this does not preclude magnetospheric electrons from collecting in477

the trap, or suprathermal solar wind electrons found in the non-thermal, pow-478

erlaw tails. To demonstrate that high speed solar wind and/or solar wind Ey479

can abruptly and non-linearly “switch on” the trapping of thermal electrons,480

we calculate the number of electrons above the “trapping threshold” energy481

below.482

3.3.2 Kinetic Temperature483

This is the second way that high speed solar wind improves the trap, since484

the average kinetic energy is higher so that as the solar wind thermalizes in485

the magnetosheath, the average temperature of the particles is also higher.486

Since the fast and slow solar wind interact as they leave the sun, with the487

fast wind “overexpanding” as it comes out of the coronal hole, the density of488

the fast wind is less than that of the slow wind and must be corrected for489

the calculation below. Using an average density of slow wind at 10.3/cc, fast490

wind at 3.4/cc, with average speeds of 330 km/s and 700 km/s, (Holzer, 1992)491

the density of the fast wind is found to be inversely proportional to velocity,492

n ∝ 1/vγ with a rough index γ = 1.44.493

Then the number of particles above some velocity threshold for a Maxwellian494

thermal distribution is (cf. (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1964) formula 7.1.22),495

F (x, β) = nβ3

∞∫

x

v2e−β2v2

dv = n(0.25
√

π[1− erf(βx)] + 0.5xβe−β2x2

) (1)496

where erf is the error function, x ≡
√

2E/m is the threshold velocity, β ≡497 √
m/2kT is from the isotropic temperature, and n is the normalization to the498

average density. If we define the ratio of temperatures for fast to slow solar499

wind as, α ≡
√

Tf/Ts, then βf = αβs. Finally, the relative increase in the500

number of particles v > x as a function of α and xβ for fixed energy threshold501
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becomes,502

P (α, xβ) ≡ (Ff/α
γ − Fs)/Fs (2)503

where we use α as a proxy for solar wind speed. We tabulate P as a function504

of α and E/kT (= 2x2β2) in Table 4.505

The negative entries occur when the energy threshold is too low, and the de-506

crease in the peak density of the fast solar wind more than outweighs the507

increase in the tail, resulting in a net reduction in electron flux. When calcu-508

lating the relative increase, we divided by the slow solar wind Fs, which may509

approach zero and result in unphysically large relative increases. One should510

view these unphysical numbers as simply binary, saturated at “on” or “off”.511

Therefore the transmitted flux is a non-linear function of threshold energy,512

switching on over a relatively short interval around E/kT ∼ 10− 20.513

If typical slow solar wind electron temperatures in the sheath are 0.1 keV,514

then doubly fast (800km/s) solar wind should be somewhere between 0.3-0.4515

keV in temperature, depending on polytropic index in the sheath. Data from516

POLAR/TIDE (Elliott et al., 2001) suggest that the perpendicular velocity517

for cold hydrogen in the outer cusp region is about 10 km/s, corresponding to518

1.2 kV/Re electric fields, if all the perpendicular velocity is driven by electric519

fields rather than, say, gradient drifts. The particle tracing discussed earlier520

suggests that typical drift paths around the cusp might be as small as 1 Re521

diameter, though POLAR found diamagnetic cavities up to 6 Re in diameter522

(Fritz et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2005b). This gives a range of 1.2 - 7.2 kV523

for potentials across the cusp, which determines the threshold energy. Then524

the E/kT parameter is about 12–72 with α ∼ 2. From Table 4, this gives525

a relative increase P (E/kT, α) = [(12, 2), (72, 2)] = [(18.5), (9e10)], or from526

partially open to wide open.527

Since the radius of the drift orbit determines the magnitude of E/kT , and528

the radius is determined primarily by C-shell, which is roughly the distance529

from the quadrupole null as projected on the magnetopause, then the number530

of particles that might diffuse across the magnetopause at a given E/kT , is531

proportional to the annular area, N ∝ A = π(Csh2
2 − Csh2

1) ∝ E/kT . By532

inspection of Table 4, this further steepens the non-linear relative increase for533

fast wind, by weighting the higher threshold particles.534

Finally, if diamagnetic cavities form in the cusp (CDC), as observed by (Chen535

et al., 1998; Chen and Fritz, 1998, 2000; Chen et al., 2001; Chen and Fritz,536

2002), then the mapping along magnetic field lines from the magnetopause537

goes around the quadrupole null (now spread out over the CDC), which totally538

excludes drift orbits from the interior of the CDC (since the ∇B → 0 in this539

region). Then transmitted magnetosheath electrons are forced to arrive some540
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distance away from the quadrupole null, with a minimum E/kT cutoff energy.541

A future paper will discuss the topology changes due to CDC, but here we542

merely note its amplifying effect on this non-linear switch.543

This may explain then, the non-linear change in correlation coefficients when544

the fast solar wind exceeds 550 km/s (Ballatore, 2002). From the table, this545

corresponds to an α ∼ 1.5, with a threshold at E/kT ∼ 12. For a 0.1 keV546

slow solar wind temperature scaled to Tf = α2Ts = 0.25keV → 3kV , which547

from a POLAR/TIDE electric field of 1.2 kV/Re, would correspond to 2.5 Re548

diameter, or a drift C-shell of about 1.2 Re. While we were not able to trace549

electrons at this low an energy due to truncation errors in the B-field model,550

Table 1&2 shows that this Cshell was near the lower limit for stable trapping551

of 200-1200 keV electrons, and presumably stable for 3 keV electrons as well.552

3.3.3 Alfvénic Turbulence553

The third base in this triple play is the enhanced Alfvénic turbulence of the554

high speed solar wind. This turbulence not only preheats the electrons (in-555

creasing α in Equation 2 without decreasing n), but more importantly, it ap-556

pears at the magnetopause as fluctuations in total pressure. And the location557

where the magnetopause is “softest”, like a worn shock absorber, is the cusp.558

Therefore solar wind turbulence induces large ∆B/B changes in the cusp, and559

causes large transverse heating E⊥ (Chen and Fritz, 1998). We have argued560

above and in SCF1 that stochastic heating, or Alfvén-II acceleration delivers561

the most power to the trapped particles, so we expect the rise in the energy562

of the trapped electrons to follow a diffusion timescale, with higher energies563

requiring a longer time. (Of course, the energy diffusion coefficient depends564

on the fluctuation power available, so that all energies will rise faster when565

there is higher turbulence.) If one characterizes the seed energy spectrum as a566

power law, then this time-dependent energization appears as a convex break567

in the power law spectrum that moves toward higher energy with time.568

If our analysis be correct, that Dst makes no change in the cusp topology or569

trapping, then our model predicts that Dst should have no correlation with570

MeV electrons. However, many such correlations have been published, which571

we discuss in the next section.572

3.4 Dst versus MeV storms573

There has been some confusion concerning the relation between Dst and574

ORBE injections. Early work (Nagai, 1988; Koons and Gorney, 1991), showed575

that Dst was a poor predictor of ORBE, and that of the internal indices, Kp576

showed the most promise. However, (Reeves, 1998) showed what appeared to577
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be nearly a 100% correlation between the occurrence of Dst storms and ap-578

pearance of MeV electrons, though he later showed (Reeves et al., 2003) a579

much smaller correlation with magnitude. Therefore recent studies, such as580

(O’Brien et al., 2001), argue that |Dst| always precedes the MeV injection,581

and is a necessary, though not sufficient, condition for ORBE injection, such582

that we must identify what other necessary elements are missing. (Li et al.,583

2001a) plot SAMPEX data of MeV electrons versus L-shell and overplot Dst584

purporting to show a quantitative relation between the magnitude of Dst and585

the depth of penetration and magnitude of MeV electrons. How can these later586

correlations be consistent with the earlier lack of correlation?587

We think it can be explained by separating the Dst response into two compo-588

nents: 1) solar wind Ey, and 2) solar wind σP (dynamic pressure variations).589

The Dst is a magnetic disturbance roughly caused by trapped keV ions in the590

ring current about 3 Re from the Earth (Dessler and Parker, 1959; Sckopke,591

1966), which can change for two reasons: a) the ring current is carrying more592

amperes because fresh ions are injected; or, b) the ring current is closer to the593

Earth. Solar wind Ey tends to do both, injecting ions from the tail through594

enhanced convection, and pushing the duskside closer to the earth. Note that595

a linear electric field tends to shift the ring current off center, without neces-596

sarily shrinking the radius, which to first order, should change the magnetic597

disturbance DASY M , not the DSY M that contributes to the Dst. Incomplete598

longitudinal coverage of magnetic stations, as well as magnetospheric com-599

plexities such as field-aligned currents can make these asymmetric currents600

appear in the Dst, nevertheless, the major impact of Ey is the injection of601

convecting plasmasheet ions into the ring current, which occurs over a 1-2602

hour period.603

In contrast, higher fluctuation power in the solar wind leads to enhanced dif-604

fusive transport (Schulz and Lanzerotti, 1974). The inner edge of the ring605

current, marked by a sharp decrease in ion density (Sheldon and Hamilton,606

1993; Sheldon, 1994a), occurs as result of the equilibrium between the ion607

transport (∝ L) from large L and the loss from charge exchange with at-608

mospheric neutrals (∝ 1/L). When the transport coefficients increase, the in-609

ner edge equilibrium moves Earthward, and |Dst| increases (Sandanger et al.,610

2005). One characteristic of this type of |Dst| injection is a 6-12 hour ragged611

or gradual increase in |Dst|, with none of the abruptness or magnitude of Ey612

injections. It is only when Dst is averaged over a day or more (Reeves, 1998;613

Li et al., 2001a), that the two types of Dst injections appear qualitatively614

similar.615

Now we have said that high speed solar wind streams are especially effec-616

tive at forming the cusp trap, and trapping electrons. Since high speed wind617

typically has a large fluctuation power, which enhances radial diffusion, it is618

often correlated with the 2nd type of Dst injection. This is especially true in619
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(Reeves, 1998) study, or in the oft-quoted 1995-1996 correlation year. High620

speed wind associated with Bs, will perhaps have an effect on both Dst and621

ORBE, whereas other sources of solar wind Ey will have negligible effect on622

ORBE. This can be seen in the superposed epoch analysis of (O’Brien et al.,623

2001), where a high density solar wind that produces |Dst| is anti-correlated624

to MeV injections, and likewise, strong Bs that rotates northward, or strong625

|B| in general are somewhat anti-correlated.626

Finally, the high correlation of Dst with inner edge of the radiation belts ob-627

served by (Li et al., 2001a) can be a consequence of increased transport, not628

necessarily injection. Likewise the apparent correlation of Dst with MeV elec-629

tron flux can also be a consequence of increased transport without injection,630

since as PSD moves Earthward, the adiabatic energization applied to a falling631

powerlaw spectrum appears as increased flux. Like Dst then, the two sources632

of increased flux can be either transport or injection, but their plots do not633

separate the two.634

Therefore the earlier study of geosynchronous PSD (taking out the adiabatic635

effects on fluxes), which depend on MeV injection rather than transport are636

correct in not finding a strong Dst correlation, since Dst is a consequence of637

either Ey or inner magnetospheric transport. However, the intriguing model of638

(Li et al., 2001b) argues that at least during 1996, a diffusive transport code639

modulated by solar wind conditions can achieve R∼0.9 in predicting MeV640

electron fluxes at GEO, suggesting no MeV injection is needed, only an outer641

magnetospheric transport mechanism.642

The major difference between this GEO result using solar wind-driven trans-643

port and the SAMPEX inner L-shell result of (Li et al., 2001a) using Dst-644

driven transport, is that transport outside geosynchronous remains somewhat645

speculative, since SAMPEX, even with 90 minute L-shell scans, does not ob-646

serve dynamic MeV electron motion at these L-shells. Nor is there sufficient647

satellite coverage to get unequivocal simultaneous measurements of MeV elec-648

trons at multiple L-shells outside GEO. Furthermore, the (Li et al., 2001b)649

calculation of a 2–3 day diffusive transport rate is not consistent with ∼1 day650

storm diffusion timescales (Schulz and Lanzerotti, 1974), or SAMPEX daily651

plots, which show a much faster radial transport rate.652

In order to achieve a more observationally consistent 2–3 day transport timescale,653

then, would require smaller diffusion coefficients and larger radial flux gradi-654

ents with a large flux at the distant boundary. (Taylor et al., 2004) used the655

CLUSTER instrumentation to look for these putative large PSD sources and656

found only 1% of what was predicted. Therefore Li’s model with constant657

MeV electron source at L=11 and transport-limited access to geosynchronous658

is probably an incorrect simplification of the more general model with a time-659

variable source, which would permit the 2–3 day timescale to be caused by660
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boundary condition rather than the transport rate, such as in the simulation661

of (Spjeldvik and Fritz, 1981).662

It is this time-variable outer BC model that motivated the Chen et al. (2007a)663

paper, which excludes a BC explanation for the intervals they analyze. Like-664

wise, the positive K-gradient observed by Shprits et al. (2007) and butterfly665

PADs seen by Horne et al. (2003) are inconsistent with an outer BC model666

which should produce negative K-gradient (pancake PADs). Therefore, de-667

spite early and continuous attempts to correlate MeV injections with Dst,668

there is no good model of how this can be accomplished.669

3.5 Kp/AE versus MeV indices670

Other magnetospheric indices have been examined for ORBE prediction, in-671

cluding Kp and AE. (O’Brien et al., 2001) argue for the presence of ULF672

Pc5 in the Dst recovery phase, as well as an elevated AE in the recovery673

phase as indicative of MeV particle enhancements. (Vassiliadis et al., 2005)674

show that AE only becomes a better predictor than VSW or Kp for L-shells675

outside geosynchronous. If this is the region of ULF acceleration, it suggests676

an outer magnetosphere source, possibly consistent with Li’s outer boundary677

condition. AE is measured in the auroral zone, so perhaps it is not surpris-678

ing that it correlates well in this region, however, if it were the sole source,679

it should correlate to inner regions of the magnetosphere, what (Vassiliadis680

et al., 2005) refer to as a “coherent” response, which was not found.681

This lack of L-shell coherence might be due to the SAMPEX observations of682

particle flux in a spectral “window”, which would map to different parts of683

the PSD distribution. That is, diffusive transport connects high energy flux at684

L=3 with low energy flux at L=7, which should behave coherently if transport685

is great enough. If, however, the flux SAMPEX observes at L > 7 correspond686

to energies higher than the SAMPEX/PET energy threshold at L=4, it cannot687

see this coherence. Then it is possible that AE might really be responsible for688

injecting particles at L=8, but SAMPEX cannot record these particles at L=4,689

hence the lack of AE-correlation there.690

Arguing that the SAMPEX measurements have an L-shell dependent coher-691

ence length, makes the conclusion that each L-shell has different solar wind or692

internal drivers (Vassiliadis et al., 2005) not surprising. Note that solar wind693

Ey, which we relate to their Bs set of indices, is an external driver, and has694

difficulty penetrating into the inner magnetosphere. Accordingly, it can pro-695

duce ∼100 keV particles with a strong polar cap electric field, but as these696

tail electrons convect toward the earth, they divert around the inner magne-697

tosphere. The last closed drift path for various electric field configurations,698
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the Alfvén layer, separates these energized tail particles from trapped magne-699

tosphere particles, which for this energy range lies just inside geosynchronous700

orbit (lower energy ring current ions penetrate further, perhaps to L=4 (Shel-701

don, 1994b)). Inside this L-shell, transport is diffusive, requiring violation of702

the 3rd invariant. Therefore it is also not surprising that above L=6 we see703

Ey factors being the best correlators, and below L=6 we see diffusive terms,704

related to VSW , becoming dominant.705

At about L<4, Vassiliadis et al. (2005) find a completely different response,706

one that is not coherent with the 4 < L < 7 response. This population re-707

sponds almost immediately to an increase in solar wind speed without the708

usual 2–3 day delay, and is well correlated with Kp. This correlation is of-709

ten called the “Dst effect” (Li et al., 1997), whereby the ring current (RC710

∝ Dst) abruptly changes the topology of the inner magnetosphere. Since the711

additional magnetic pressure of the RC causes the flux tube to “inflate”, then712

like an inner-tube blowout the flux tubes expand outward taking the path of713

least resistance. However, inside the RC, this inflation increases the magnetic714

pressure, slightly compressing the flux tubes immediately adjacent. Because715

particles are conserved, the expansion in volume outside the ring current leads716

to a decrease in MeV flux while the compression inside the ring current leads717

to an increase in MeV flux, thus causing the Dst-effect to switch sign at the718

RC location (Kim et al., 2001). Now the fast, positive correlation of this L<4719

region with Ey becomes clear: it is the same adiabatic Dst-effect unrelated to720

the non-adiabatic increase seen 2–3 days later.721

In summary, the AE/Kp effects described in the literature are not correlated722

to non-adiabatic MeV injections, but to adiabatic (reversible) reconfigurations723

of the magnetosphere unrelated to the source of MeV particles.724

3.6 Pitchangle Distribution of Injections725

Since the purpose of this paper is to correlate MeV fluxes with ORBE in-726

jections, we will ignore the fast, ∼1 day adiabatic shifting of the PSD due727

to transport, and focus only on the effects that have a 2–3 day risetime and728

require an injection of MeV electrons. To distinguish between the two effects,729

we look for characteristics unique to injection. Two key signatures that are rel-730

atively unaffected by transport are spectra and pitchangle. Both spectra and731

pitchangles show the effect of adiabatic energization, as E⊥ increases with in-732

creasing B-field, but subsequent transport does not change the spectral index733

or remove features from the pitchangle distribution (PAD). This makes spec-734

tral and pitchangle information critical in discerning injection mechanisms.735

The asymmetries of the Earth’s dipole field, primarily caused by the solar736
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wind compression and tail current stretching, cause energetic particles with737

differing pitchangles to drift on non-overlapping orbits (Roederer, 1970). This738

drift shell splitting of MeV electrons, which causes a radial gradient in the739

flux to map to a butterfly PAD at midnight, and a pancake PAD at noon,740

is well-known (West et al., 1973) and has been most recently observed and741

discussed by Selesnick and Blake (2002) using the POLAR data set. However,742

comparison of model simulations and observations, show that the model, even743

when initialized with observed data at a single MLT, consistently overpredicts744

the drift shell splitting actually observed. This overprediction only gets worse745

with higher Kp as the magnetosphere is compressed by solar wind, as during a746

high speed stream. The most common explanation given–pitchangle scattering747

is isotropizing the distribution–would also increase the loss rate, which is not748

observed. Therefore Selesnick and Blake (2002) suggest that “This may show749

that the source location of the relativistic electrons, that is the location where750

they are accelerated, is distributed in local time.”751

We draw two other conclusions from this paper, that quiet times, without752

any additional MeV injections, show the strongest drift shell splitting effects,753

precisely because the distributed source has been turned off. Therefore when754

large butterfly or pancake PAD are observed, we can either infer that we755

are observing a quiescent magnetosphere (readily determined from the Kp756

history), or the peculiarities of the source injection directly. But we cannot757

conclude that stormtime injections have a fixed PAD at a single local time758

that subsequently evolves to explain all butterfly PADs observed.759

This then leads to the observations of peculiar PADs during a MeV storm760

injection by Horne et al. (2003). Butterfly PAD are observed for some orbits761

L>4, E>1MeV, and for all orbits that passed through the equator at large762

L-shell. They may have been present on all orbits, but higher latitude CRRES763

orbits cannot observe the near-equatorial pitchangle minima, transforming764

a butterfly to a “flat-topped” PAD. Whereas wave-particle acceleration can765

achieve flat-topped PADs, apparently they do not produce butterfly PADs766

unless the acceleration occurred as “a result of nonlocal acceleration occurring767

at higher (lower) latitudes.” Furthermore, were wave-particle acceleration the768

explanation, it would have to occur for higher energies only, since “Inspection769

of higher resolution data at 0.1L ... shows that there is a pancake at 214 keV770

and a butterfly distribution at 1.47 MeV all the way between L = 5.05–6.05.771

Data averaging to achieve a spatial resolution of 0.1 L takes approximately 3772

min at L = 4 and 6 min at L = 6. However, it takes the spacecraft more than773

1 hour to move between these two locations. Thus we conclude that the energy774

dependence in the butterfly distributions is not due to time of flight effects.”775

As we argued above, high-latitude acceleration in the cusps meet all the criteria776

of the observations: an accelerated population off the equator to generate777

butterfly PAD, a distributed MLT source so as to minimize the drift-shell778
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splitting, and a high-energy, E>1 MeV source. Next we discuss additional779

data supporting the spectral break around 1 MeV.780

3.7 Spectral Breaks781

In general, magnetospheric electron populations have a high energy powerlaw782

tail above some thermal peak (Christon et al., 1989, 1991), the κ-distribution,783

also named for mathematician Mittag-Leffler a century earlier. Therefore a784

spectral index is often sufficient to describe the high energy part of the spectra,785

and is assumed when calculating the average energy of detector bin (Contos,786

1997), in a “bow-tie” analysis (Selesnick and Blake, 2000). This spectral index787

is affected differently by different accelerators, and therefore can provide an788

important discriminator between mechanisms.789

Consider the transport of MeV electrons into the inner magnetosphere through790

radial diffusion that violates the third invariant but conserves the first. Since791

µ = E⊥/|B| is conserved, then as |B| increases, so must the perpendicular792

energy. The amount of energization is proportional to f = Bf/Bi, the ratio of793

the final to initial |B|. Since a powerlaw spectrum is a straight line in log-log794

space, multiplying a spectrum by the factor f results in a constant shift of the795

entire spectrum toward higher energy, without changing the spectral index at796

all (Meredith et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2005a).797

As a second example, consider a constant electric field applied to a region798

that is inside the tail. All the particles experience a ∆Ei electric field that799

increases the energy by an amount E = q∆Ei. In a log-log energy spectrum,800

this additive term increases the low energy, but has little effect at high energy,801

making the spectral power law steeper (softer), by decreasing the powerlaw’s802

negative index. Only those particles lower in energy than the thermal peak of803

the kappa function, only those particles below the powerlaw tail would show a804

flatter (harder) spectral index, which is opposite to what is generally observed.805

A third candidate acceleration is betatron acceleration by dB/dt for electrons806

inside the substorm current loop. Since the gain in energy is proportional to807

area enclosed by the gyroorbit(s), higher energy electrons gain proportionally808

more energy. Ignoring the magnetic gradients, the gyro-radius is ρ = mv/qB,809

so the area, A ∝ 2mE/q2B2. The time for a gyro-orbit, t ∝ 2πρ/v ∼ k,810

so all energies to first order complete the same number of gyroorbits. Thus811

betatron acceleration increases the energy by a multiplicative constant, Ef =812

Ei[1 + 2m/(q2B2)]. When the gyro-radius is larger than the substorm current813

loop, the energy gain becomes a constant no longer proportional to the area of814

the gyroorbit, but long before these GeV energies are reached, the electron has815

drifted through this dipolarization region. In either case, a constant limiting816
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energy is reached, so that a log-log energy spectrum has a break point and the817

spectral index steepens (softens) above while remaining constant below that818

breakpoint. That is, this mechanism should produce a peak in the spectrum,819

roughly at the energy where the drift time across the wedge is equal to the820

dipolarization time.821

As a general rule of thumb, an acceleration that flattens (hardens) a spectral822

index generally occurs below a convex spectral break, or peak in the spectrum,823

and an acceleration that steepens (softens) or leaves unchanged occurs above824

such a break. (Concave spectral breaks, such as the cosmic ray “ankle”, would825

behave oppositely.) Therefore careful attention to spectral breaks and indices826

can provide helpful information on the MeV acceleration mechanism.827

Many of the MeV electron instruments use shielded solid state detectors that828

measure integral flux above some energy threshold (Baker et al., 1997), so that829

we have only a two or three point spectral approximation. With these coarse830

measures, Bühler et al. (1998); Li et al. (1999); Meredith et al. (2002) show831

that after the main phase of a Dst storm, the MeV spectral index hardens. This832

suggests that pure radial diffusion, such as the Li et al. (2001b); Elkington et al.833

(1999) model, cannot fully account for the acceleration. And any electric field834

mechanism invoked would have to move the (thermal) peak in the electrons835

above the 1-2 MeV energy so that hardening of the spectrum could occur below836

the peak. Adiabatically mapping the 2 MeV geosynchronous data to the tail837

injection boundary at L ∼ 8, gives an electric field of ∼1 MV, much greater838

than that observed. Likewise the substorm induction effect, even when coupled839

with radial diffusion, would not be expected by our simplistic analysis to840

harden the spectral index at all. Of course, more complex betatron acceleration841

Ingraham et al. (1999); Kim et al. (2000), which also violate the first and842

second invariants, might harden the spectra just as wave-particle acceleration843

can harden the index, but only if the resonance energy peak in the spectrum844

occurs above our hardened spectra. And finding a candidate wave resonance845

above 3 MeV is a major challenge to theory.846

The integral type instruments also show that the amount of hardening, the847

ratio of the highest energy channel to the lower channels, will vary from storm848

to storm but stay constant within a storm. From Baker et al. (1997); Kanekal849

et al. (2001) (and private communication, Blake 1997), we calculate the hard-850

ness ratio of a 60◦ inclined elliptical satellite “HEO”, using the top two integral851

channels, E > 1.5, 3.5 MeV. Table 5 summarizes the results. That is, over the852

2–3 day risetime of the MeV fluxes, the hardness ratio, h, rises to a a constant853

value, h = h0(1−ekt) (Bühler et al., 1998), which is unique to each storm, and854

roughly proportional to the size. This temporal coherence suggests a single855

mechanism operating for the duration of the acceleration time. If it were a856

resonant acceleration mechanism, we would explain the change in hardness857

ratio as a energy change of the resonant peak. Accordingly, we should look for858
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the inflection point in the spectra above our energy range, preferably with a859

higher energy resolution instrument.860

The CRRES satellite had excellent spectral data, but we have only been able861

to estimate a spectral break EB > 1.6 MeV from published data (Meredith862

et al., 2002). POLAR/HIST (Blake et al., 1995) had the spectral resolution,863

though not the equatorial orbit. Making the assumption that peculiar PAD864

distributions do not change the spectral breaks, we can use the POLAR data865

to search for spectral changes. Selesnick et al. (1997) show a quiescent state866

of the magnetosphere in early 1996, where we find the 1996.120 injection with867

a spectral break ∼4.4 MeV at 4.5 L. Selesnick and Blake (1997) investigated868

more dynamic periods in the latter half of 1996 having spectral breaks around869

∼3.4 MeV at ∼6 L. The 1997.010 storm received a great deal of attention, and870

Selesnick and Blake (1998) showed a spectral break of ∼2.7 MeV at 6 L. It871

is very suggestive that the hardness ratio from integral HEO measurements,872

and the spectral breaks from POLAR/HIST show similar trends, increasing873

with storm size.874

If we attribute this spectral break to a whistler mode chorus MeV electron ac-875

celeration mechanism such as Meredith et al. (2002); Horne et al. (2005), then876

it corresponds to chorus generating electrons in the 30 keV range. Whereas877

the 1997 - 1999 storms had significant Dst, the largest MeV event of 1996, the878

1996.110 storm, had no discernible Dst event, and therefore, an unlikely can-879

didate for chorus heating. However, it was the largest high speed solar wind880

event of the year, when two coronal holes that had been pulsing the mag-881

netosphere every 12 days joined together. The conditions for cusp trapping882

were ideal for this event, suggesting that the spectral breaks observed are a883

characteristic of the rigidity cutoffs in the cusp trap.884

In a later paper, we argue that the storm of 1997.010 with its low energy885

breakpoint was quite unusual, being an abnormally small Ey-driven MeV886

storm that produced copious amounts of spectrally soft MeV electron flux,887

which we attribute to a fortuitous combination of winter solstice, diurnal tilt,888

and solar wind density, that promoted cusp feedback. But for recurrent storms889

driven by high-speed VSW with E>3 MeV breakpoints, and especially without890

Dst-correlated chorus waves, there doesn’t appear to be any wave explanation.891

In summary, the data show spectral hardening inconsistent with either an892

external source diffusing inward, or an internal source of kV acceleration.893

Rather, the spectral break occurs at several MeV, requiring either an unlikely894

wave resonance at high energy (which is coincidently correlated to storm size),895

or more likely, a magnetic trap with a rigidity cutoff at several MeV correlated896

with solar wind pressure, such as the outer cusp.897
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3.8 Inverse Modelling Summary898

In summary, the statistics of MeV injections show that the 2–3 day injection899

is not caused by transport delay, but by a source delay; that it is not at a900

single MLT but distributed over a sector; that it is not equatorially energized901

but accelerated at high latitude; that it has a spectral breakpoint at several902

MeV, higher for more intense solar wind drivers; that spectral hardening ex-903

cludes betatron and radial diffusion as acceleration sources; and that internal904

magnetic activity AE/Kp/Dst is uncorrelated to the source region. These are905

all the inferred properties of the source, while our deduced properties of the906

cusp show that this source would be correlated with high speed solar wind907

but not internal magnetic indices; would have a butterfly PAD; would be dis-908

tributed in MLT; would appear as a PSD peak no further out than L=5.5909

(compressions could bring it in); would appear at LEO as a simultaneous pre-910

cipitation over many L-shells; would demonstrate seasonal (dipole tilt) effects;911

would harden the spectral index below the breakpoint; and would have a solar912

wind dependent breakpoint (hardening below, softening above) caused by the913

rigidity cutoff around 3 MeV.914

4 Conclusions915

In this paper, we have continued our earlier work on the static trapping prop-916

erties of the cusp, to show how these energy and pitchangle limits map to the917

ORBE dipole trap through dynamic transport, which would leave a unique918

fingerprint in the energy spectral index, butterfly PAD and time-delayed sta-919

tistical correlations. We also showed how high speed solar wind streams would920

have a non-linear coupling both to the trapping and energizing of electrons.921

We compare these predictions based on the physics of the cusp topology with922

the statistics collected from over 40 years of ORBE observations, to demon-923

strate the remarkable correlations. In particular, this high latitude source nat-924

urally resolves many puzzling aspects of the injections not explained by an ex-925

ternal boundary source model, including a distant yet internal magnetospheric926

source, a distributed MLT injection, a strongly butterfly PAD, a high energy927

spectral break, a better correlation to VSW than Ey or other energy-derived928

indices, a 2–3 day risetime, and the lack of an ionic, Dst correlation. And929

while an internal (non-cusp) source can be arbitrarily located (off-equatorial,930

L=5.5, distributed MLT) and arbitrarily triggered (VSW > 550km/s, Bn, res-931

onant E ∝ VSW , 2 day delay) so as to explain many of these observations, it932

may be difficult to satisfy all conditions simultaneously without additional ad933

hoc assumptions not needed by the cusp model.934
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While the quiescent cusp we model didn’t inject to L-shells as low as observed935

(L=3 during major storms), future studies will include a more compressed936

magnetopause as well as the positive feedback engendered by trapped plasma937

in the cusp. Both of these effects will deepen the cusp minima, and therefore938

increase both the trapping and the minimum L-shell expected for detrapped939

cusp electrons. In addition, more recent magnetic field models such as TS05940

have substorm currents included, which may both affect the static equilibrium941

as well as the dynamics of detrapping. It should be noted that, although the942

cusp-source theory may explain many features, it still lacks the direct support-943

ing observational evidence, which we hope will be supplied by the upcoming944

RBSP mission, to confidently assert this cusp-source theory is superior to945

other theories. The purpose of this paper, however, was to demonstrate the946

likelihood of a cusp source for MeV radiation belt injections.947
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Fig. 1. Electron trajectory phase space mapping in provisional cusp invariants: Red
are chaotic, green quasi-trapped and blue trapped.

Fig. 2. High latitude minima depth mapped to ionospheric latitude and longitude.
Contours are at 1, 3, and 10 nT: columns at -3.7, +1.7, and +7.3 degrees dipole tilt
toward sun; rows from top at 5, 3.3, 1.7 nPa dynamic pressure of solar wind.
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Fig. 3. Minima contours with columns at -3.7, +1.7 and +7.3 degrees dipole tilt,
rows from top at -50, -30, and -10 nT Dst.

Fig. 4. Minima contours with columns at 1.7, 3.3, and 5 nPa dynamic pressure solar
wind, rows from top at -50, -30, -10 nT Dst
.
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Table 1
Comparison of Three Traps

Feature Dipole Fermi Quadrupole

1)Stochasticity poor moderate good

τ1/τ2/τ3 .001:1:1000 .001:> 103:> 104 .1:1:10

2)Process flow poor moderate good

rim-fed, ctr-exit end-fed, side-exit ctr-fed, rim-exit

exit blocked exit diffusion exit rapid

3)Wave coupling poor moderate good

hi E decoupled all E coupled hi E coupled

4)Trap vs. accel. moderate poor good

accel. traps detraps traps/releases

5)Free of Diffusion poor moderate good

no accel. w/o increases Emax insignificant

6)Adiabatic heating good moderate good

PAD 2D pancake 1D cigar 2D pancake

7)Energy sources external external ext.+int.

SW compress SW Alfvén wave SW + substorms

8a)electron Emax good poor moderate

MeV 900 w/ 10Re 1.8 w/ 0.1 Re 280 w/ 3 Re

8b) electron Emin poor good moderate

keV < 45 2.5 30

9a)Trap volume good poor moderate

m3 1024 1020 1022

9b)Trap lifetime good poor moderate

sec > 1013 104s lo:hi 109:105

9c)Accel. time poor good moderate

sec >300,000 8,000 25,000

9d)Trap Power good poor moderate

Watts < 5× 108 106 5× 107

10) 2day ORBE inj. freq. poor good moderate

freq. <0.576 22 7

11) ORBE Prob (norm) moderate poor good

W/sec <1700 160 2000
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Table 2
Selected Cusp-Trapped Electron Timescales.

Energy Gyration τ1 Bounce τ2 Drift τ3 µ CEqPA Cshell

MeV ms ms sec keV/nT Deg Re

0.2 87+41 186+22 8.08+.44 28.1+1.3 61.2/60.1 0.77

0.2 71+18 1255+475 241 10.08+.16 82.9/77.7 2.42

0.2 44.6+6.3 679+644 328 9.22+.10 80.5/76.5 3.43

0.2 38.1+5.5 697+610 564 7.98+.10 80.2/79.4 4.22

0.2 36.8+7.7 670+590 1130 7.28+.22 80.4/79.7 4.91

0.4 12.1+3.4 305+26 69.0+1.8 18.48+.41 40.1/51.2 1.26

0.4 12.1+3.3 460+24 368 13.99+.14 49.2/55.6 2.12

0.4 22.2+3.4 90+72 13.02+.40 42.4+1.1 82.7/69.9 1.31

0.4 11.7+3.0 215+48 132 20.10+.28 82.9/77.1 2.42

0.4 17.5+4.4 182+40 103 18.32+.37 76.5/74.6 3.54

0.4 11.9+3.2 214+35 176 15.86+.45 80.3/75.3 4.22

0.4 10.1+1.9 288+24 384 14.38+.29 80.4/77.2 4.91

0.6 28.4+7.5 710+200 49+2 25.34+.61 40.1/50.9 1.26

0.6 24.2+5.0 500+140 63.6 30.22+.63 56.4/58.3 1.83

0.6 122+50 400+140 9.1+1.1 62.6+1.7 82.7/65.9 1.31

0.6 112+35 280+100 95.4+1.6 30.27+.61 82.9/73.5 2.42

0.6 75+30 300+24 128 27.60+.36 80.5/74.3 3.43

0.6 58+13 360+20 221 23.94+.50 80.3/74.5 4.22

0.6 91+32 310+90 333 21.78+.74 80.4/74.9 4.91

0.8 34.5+7.0 342+90 37.6+3.3 37.3+1.1 40.1/50.9 1.26

0.8 34.2+6.8 630+140 70.5+1.1 35.29+.52 51.5/56.0 1.83

0.8 112+43 185+62 6.0+1.2 85.2+4.3 82.8/62.3 1.31

0.8 37.3+8.7 65+20 74.5+1.5 40.04+.54 82.9/73.9 2.42

0.8 30.4+9.4 64+19 101.2+1.3 36.48+.84 80.5/73.6 3.43

0.8 28.1+6.7 231+58 173 32.0+1.1 80.3/74.8 4.22

0.8 29.9+7.8 430+96 326 28.82+.87 80.4/74.6 4.91

1.0 38+12 545+59 32.2+1.6 47.1+1.9 40.1/45.5 1.26

1.0 46+16 567+59 57.4+1 44.4+1.3 51.5/55.2 1.83

1.0 76+23 259+52 11.8+1.5 81.9+5.9 68.0/60.3 1.35

1.0 75+22 435+49 63.4+1.9 49.8+1.3 82.9/69.4 2.42

1.0 65+15 229+42 85.3+2.0 45.6+1.2 80.5/71.3 3.43

1.0 53+18 275+30 143.6+.5 39.6+1.0 80.3/74.2 4.22

1.0 53+16 115+32 218.5+1 35.95+.95 80.3/74.3 4.9137



Table 3
Selected Cusp-Trapped Electron Timescales.

Energy Gyration τ1 Bounce τ2 Drift τ3 µ CEqPA Cshell

MeV ms ms sec keV/nT Deg Re

1.2 50+15 580+68 26.0+4.3 55.7+5.0 42.4/49.8 1.26

1.2 50+14 557+86 50.0+1.4 53.0+1.7 51.5/55.2 1.83

1.2 245+75 381+56 22.0+1.2 78.6+1.4 81.2/70.9 2.00

1.2 105+36 222+43 53.6+1.6 59.81+.69 82.9/72.1 2.42

1.2 136+25 536+95 73.4+1.8 54.1+1.4 80.5/70.7 3.43

1.2 128+39 644+110 123.5+1.2 47.13+.82 80.3/73.9 4.22

1.2 105+38 406+54 187.5+1.2 42.93+.75 80.4/74.0 4.91

1.4 82+22 599+68 44.6+1.7 60.8+2.2 51.5/54.2 1.83

1.4 95+25 321+36 19.0+1.5 92.8+2.7 81.2/69.1 2.00

1.4 91+24 280+45 48.0+2.1 69.6+2.2 82.9/66.9 2.42

1.4 86+22 306+48 63.0+1.4 64.+1.1 80.5/74.2 3.43

1.4 47+12 586+32 105.4+2.0 55.5+1.0 80.3/74.1 4.22

1.4 48+13 630+230 165. 50.13+.96 80.4/73.6 4.91

1.6 93+32 560+100 39.6+2.1 71.0+3.1 51.5/55.1 1.83

1.6 204+85 323+75 18.0+1.4 102.5+6.4 81.2/62.1 2.00

1.6 184+80 416+63 41.2+1.0 79.7+2.0 82.9/71.8 2.42

1.6 327+66 368+37 57.3+1.7 71.9+2.2 80.5/68.9 3.43

1.6 215+53 653+49 99.8+1.1 62.1+1.6 79.6/72.0 4.13

1.6 357+40 831+62 147.33+.83 57.2+1.6 79.7/72.6 4.82

2.0 151+50 725+130 45.7+2.0 79.5+5.0 52.1/52.2 2.03

2.0 122+42 646+84 62.9+1.7 79.8+3.1 60.0/60.8 2.53

2.0 126+43 304+70 65.0+1.6 81.9+2.4 75.8/67.6 2.97

2.0 171+52 319+77 86.3+1.8 77.1+1.7 83.5/72.6 3.28

2.0 177+27 347+48 119.90+.91 71.45+.58 90.0/76.5 3.41

2.0 154+37 310+31 176.31+.79 67.00+.47 84.2/77.7 3.56

3.0 280+178 607+114 28.1+2.0 133.+15. 52.1/53.7 2.03

3.0 295+96 815+360 47.8+2.0 114.7+9.4 60.0/57.2 2.83

3.0 244+67 532+190 41.9+1.7 126.1+3.6 75.9/65.1 2.97

3.0 289+92 563+131 60.0+2.1 115.5+2.5 83.5/68.5 3.28

3.0 191+36 398+87 119.7+.70 107.2+.88 90.0/76.5 3.41

3.0 279+61 579+106 123.1+1.1 100.10+.79 84.2/76.0 3.56

4.0 468+139 832+294 48.0+1.1 149.6+7.5 65.7/58.1 2.97

4.0 525+174 814+162 52.8+1.0 148.1+6.8 78.1/62.5 3.28

4.0 456+128 894+191 64.0+2.1 143.4+3.6 90.0/68.7 3.40

4.0 375+112 875+124 95.7+1.4 133.3+1.8 84.1/73.5 3.56

6.0 499+144 1105+277 53.0+2.3 206.5+5.0 71.6/62.8 4.61

6.0 644+227 1324+251 65.8+1.4 198.7+2.0 84.1/72.4 3.56

6.0 494+136 1017+308 68.2+1.7 198.2+4.3 82.9/70.8 5.76
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Table 4
Relative Flux Increase for Fast Over Slow Wind
E/kT 1.5 3 6 12 24 48 72

α

5.00 -0.856 -0.751 -.143 11.3 3.19e3 2.67e8 2.14e13

4.00 -0.802 -0.660 0.151 14.8 3.70e3 2.45e8 1.53e13

3.00 -0.704 -0.499 0.623 19.1 3.66e3 1.41e8 5.01e12

2.00 -0.489 -0.189 1.253 18.5 1.64e3 1.25e7 8.59e10

1.50 -0.280 0.027 1.228 10.3 3.04e2 2.31e5 1.55e08

1.25 -0.138 0.091 0.815 4.22 4.35e1 3.26e3 2.13e05

1.10 -0.050 0.066 0.366 1.28 5.40e0 4.97e1 3.65e02

Table 5
Storm Hardness Ratios
Year.DOY >1.5 MeV >3.5 MeV h

rad/day rad/day

1996.090 2.3 55 4

1996.120 5 110 5

1996.270 4 80 5

1997.010 2 50 3

1998.130 2 80 2.5

1998.240 12 200 6

1999.050 2 60 3

1999.250 3 70 4

1999.290 3 60 5
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